ABSTRACT. Let D be a global domain whose quotient field F does not have characteristic 2, let H be a quaternion algebra over F, and let 3 be an order on H over D. A right 3 -module M which is simultaneously a lattice on H over D is said to be right 3-generic if there exists a. cO,
a lattice on H over D is said to be right 3-generic if there exists a. cO, /V(a)^ 0, such that <*" M e gen 3. Our main result is that every right 3-generic module is cyclic if and only if every class in the spinor genus of 3 represents a unit in D. One consequence is that 3 is in a spinor genus of one class if and only if 3 -generic modules are cyclic and 3 represents every unit represented by its spinor genus. In addition, it is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition that an integral ternary lattice L be in a spinor genus of one class is that every right 3,-generic pair be equivalent to a two-sided 3,-generic pair, where 3, is the quaternion order associated with L.
L Introduction. The notation and terminology will be that of O'Meara [5] . We will assume throughout that D is a Dedekind domain whose quotient field F is a global field with characteristic not 2, and if F is a rational function field, we assume x € D. In addition, we assume that 21 is a quaternion algebra over F and that © is an order over D on 21 (i.e., 3 is a lattice on 21 which is also a ring containing the identity of 21).
It is natural to examine the structure of the ideals of ©. In this paper, 
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The problem of determining when two lattices in the same spinor genus are in the same class is recognized to be a difficult one. It follows as a corollary of the above theorems that a quaternion order S) is in a spinor genus of one class if and only if right SVgeneric modules are cyclic and S) represents every unit represented by its spinor genus. We may obtain corresponding results for ternary lattices by using the mapping L H» S), from integral ternary lattices to quaternion orders defined by Pall [6] and generalized in [4] . All spots to which we refer in the remainder of this paper will be discrete. . Now suppose p A(©). Since Al is invertible, it follows that M • AT = a©". So S Al^ C a®^ =a a © and A1C ' P P P P P P P P P P a*©>.. The opposite containment is clear; thus Al. = a © Let ¿^ = a-1a P P rr ' p v P 'p p The map defined by Xp(x) = £ x is an isometry of 21 taking © onto L..
Therefore Lp e els ®p for each p|A(®). Thus L = CTlM £gen©, and [Al, a] is right ©-generic. L. = a-»AI. = a" 'a?) = ¿S) where £, = or 'a and /V(£) = 1. It follows p P P P ^P P *P P 3P that the spinor norm of the rotation x i-+ ¿j x is one and that L e spn S).
If T = {x £ 21: xM C Mi, then a" !Ta is the left order of L and £"S) £"1 .
. P P'P is the left order of Lp in 21^. Thus at each p, T = a€p §p€p~ ap , and if S*W = £.*£■ ! and cKx) = axa" », then 2" e o'(2IJ, a e 0+(2I), and 7\. -P P P P P P o S S) at each p. Therefore T e spn S). Proof. Let L be any lattice in the spinor genus of ®, and let R be the right order of L. We shall prove the theorem by constructing a right ©-generic pair whose left order is simultaneously in els ® and els R (implying R £ els®). The theorem will then follow from Proposition 3.5. The proof will be given in several steps. and ap e 21 at each p such that rjRjq'1 = aJS a"1 and Ma ) is a square in F . We will show that there exists an element a e 21 such that at each p|2A(2)), Ma) is a square in F and aS! a-1 = a^l a" .
If a e F is given, one at each p|2A(S), it follows from the density of is sufficiently small, then Ma) will be a square in F .
Choose a € 21 so that for every p|2A(S)), ||a -a' || is sufficiently small to force a" a to be in 2) (using Lemma 3.3), |Ma)| = |MaJ| , and Ma) to be a square in F . Then since \N(a~ a)\ =1, a~ a is a unit in 2>f. Thus a^a » Î » a-V = S. and aS) a"1 = a^a"1 = nRf1.
Ma) = f2, fpeFp, for each p|2A(S)). with G(*o> xi> x2> x->) an integral quadratic form. We use the same notation mG for the matrix (Bip., p)) of the basis pQ, p., p2, p, of Al. We remark that the genus of L contains at least two classes [7, p. 115 ].
It follows from [4] that the genus of ©L contains an order not in the spinor genus of ©L«
